PERFECT CHAIR®
PERFORMANCE UPHOLSTERY PACKAGE
The Perfect Chair Performance Upholstery Package is packed with features designed to cradle
the body in pure ergonomic relaxation. Easily adjust your back support with the touch of a button
while you enjoy the high-density, responsive Memory Foam PLUS that maximizes ultimate comfort
and provides ideal support while it contours the entire body.
Sit back and enjoy a new seating experience in the Human Touch® Perfect Chair. A chair that
uniquely and beautifully combines form and function—perfectly.

DEFY GRAVITY®

Model is 5’5”

The Perfect Chair cradles you in zero
gravity comfort, with your feet above
your heart—the ultimate, doctor
recommended, neutral-posture
position for back and spine relief.

Stylish magnetic clasp

POWER ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR SYSTEM
The active lumbar system allows you to
customize your seating comfort with the
touch of a button. Precision control gets you
the exact support, just where you need it.

FULL-SUPPORT HEAD PILLOW
The comfort pillow cradles the
head and neck while providing
ergonomic support. Easily adjust
the pillow with a magnet that
you can move along the spine of
the chair.

MEMORY FOAM PLUS
An added layer of comfort
that conforms to your body’s
unique contours.

EXTENDED ARM RESTS
The wide and long armrests give
constant support even as the
chair reclines into zero gravity.

COMPATIBLE WITH:
PC-610 OMNI-MOTION CLASSIC
INTUITIVE 5-WAY CONTROLLER offers infinite comfort positions with a simple press and hold for zero gravity.
INDEPENDENT LEG AND BACK ADJUSTABILITY with dual-motor power to easily position the recline angle and leg elevation.
BATTERY SAFETY FEATURE will restore the chair back to the upright position in case of a power outage. Batteries not included.
PC-600 OMNI-MOTION SILHOUETTE
EVERYTHING YOU GET FROM OUR PC-610 OMNI-MOTION CLASSIC BUT WITH A TAPERED, SLIMMER FRAME.
The perfect choice for those smaller in stature.
PC-420 CLASSIC MANUAL PLUS
MANUAL RECLINE LEVER uses the body’s own weight to gently ease into all recline angles to position the body in a state of
virtual weightlessness.
WOOD BASE COLOR OPTIONS:

AVAILABLE IN PREMIUM LEATHER:

Espresso

Cognac

Black

Sycamore

Ivory
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Gray

Walnut

Dark Walnut

Matte Black

5-YEAR WARRANTY
Structure, Parts, and In-Home Service

